ABSTRACT Local Outlier Factor (LOF) outlier detecting algorithm has good accuracy in detecting global and local outliers. However, the algorithm needs to traverse the entire dataset when calculating the local outlier factor of each data point, which adds extra time overhead and makes the algorithm execution inefficient. In addition, if the K -distance neighborhood of an outlier point P contains some outliers that are incorrectly judged by the algorithm as normal points, then P may be misidentified as normal point. To solve the above problems, this paper proposes a Neighbor Entropy Local Outlier Factor (NELOF) outlier detecting algorithm. Firstly, we improve the Self-Organizing Feature Map (SOFM) algorithm and use the optimized SOFM clustering algorithm to cluster the dataset. Therefore, the calculation of each data point's local outlier factor only needs to be performed inside the small cluster. Secondly, this paper replaces the K -distance neighborhood with relative K -distance neighborhood and utilizes the entropy of relative K neighborhood to redefine the local outlier factor, which improves the accuracy of outlier detection. Experiments results confirm that our optimized SOFM algorithm can avoid the random selection of neurons, and improve clustering effect of traditional SOFM algorithm. In addition, the proposed NELOF algorithm outperforms LOF algorithm in both accuracy and execution time of outlier detection.
I. INTRODUCTION
Outlier detection is one of the main data mining and machine learning tasks, whose goal is to single out anomalous observations, also called outliers [1] . At present, outlier detection technique has been widely used in many fields such as clustering classification, medical health care, stock analysis, network intrusion detection, credit card fraud prevention [2] , [3] . This technique can find the potential data, noise data, special significance data, or sparse data. In general, data points that referred to as outliers are more anomalous than other data points due to their intrinsic features. For example, the outliers in clustering are considered as noise data. We can improve the clustering accuracy by eliminating outliers. In network intrusion detection, outliers often hidden in massive data which may lead to server crashing, privacy leaking or other security problems.
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Data mining outlier approaches to outlier detection can be classified into supervised, semi-supervised and unsupervised [4] , [5] . Supervised methods take in input data labeled as normal and abnormal and build a classifier. The challenge of this type of method is that the sample size corresponding to the abnormal data is much smaller than the normal data. Semi-supervised methods, also called one-class classifiers or domain description techniques, take in input only normal examples and use them to identify anomalies. Unsupervised methods detect outliers in an input dataset by assigning a score or anomaly degree to each object [6] . Unsupervised outlier detection methods can be categorized into several approaches, each of which assumes a specific concept of outlier. More specifically, among the most popular families there are statistical-based [7] , [8] , deviationbased [9] , distance-based [10] , [11] , density-based [12] - [15] , reverse nearest neighbor-based [16] , [17] , angle-based [18] , isolation-based [19] , subspace-based [20] , [21] , ensemblebased [22] , [23] and others [24] , [25] . Many Density-based LOF (Local Outlier Factor) algorithms have been proposed, such as RKLOF algorithm, DWOF algorithm, LMDOF algorithm (local Minima Density Outlier Factor), RDOS algorithm (Relative Density-based Outlier Score) [26] [27], [28] .
All of above LOF-based algorithms determine whether the data point is an outlier by examining the outlier factor of the points in K -distance neighborhood, and they usually suffer from the high time overhead problem. In order to overcome this problem, various solutions have been proposed, including POLOF algorithm (Optimized Pruning-based Outlier Detecting algorithm), NLOF algorithm, IncLOF algorithm (Incremental Local Outlier Factor), INFLOF algorithm (Influenced Local Outlier Factor) and so on [29] - [31] . These algorithms combined clustering algorithm with the outlier detection algorithms to achieve better performance. Although these methods reduce the execution time to varying extent, they either randomly choose the parameter K of K -distance randomly, or are very sensitive to the outliers existing in K -distance neighborhood of the detected point.
To address above problems, we propose a NELOF outlier detection algorithm (Neighborhood Entropy Local Outlier Factor). NELOF uses neighborhood variance-balancing algorithm to determine K value automatically, and employs relative K -distance neighborhood to replace the K -distance neighborhood to avoid the influence caused by outliers existing in K -distance neighborhood. Furthermore, NELOF utilizes information entropy to redefine outlier factor, which reduce the executing time of calculating outlier factor significantly.
By carrying out an in-depth study, we find that the clustering-based pruning strategy can reduce the time complexity and improve the outliers' detection performance. However, the complex multidimensional data sets impose a new challenge to the clustering effect. The neural network clustering algorithm with self-organizing feature mapping (SOFM) work well for high-dimensional data set, but there are still some problems. The SOFM sets the neuron number and the corresponding weight randomly at the beginning of the algorithm execution, and some neurons will become dead neurons in the completion when they have not been updated for a long time. In order to resolve above problems, we propose an improved SOFM clustering algorithm. Firstly, we employ Canopy algorithm to initialize the number and weight of neurons. Then using our proposed deviated neuron adjustment algorithm to adjust the position of deviated neurons. Finally merging the similar neurons by global optimum.
In summary, we utilize improved SOFM algorithm for clustering pruning. At outlier detection stage, we employ our proposed NELOF algorithm to detect outliers. Our experiments demonstrated that NELOF outperforms LOF algorithm in both accuracy and time complexity.
II. IMPROVEMENT OF SOFM CLUSTERING ALGORITHM
Traditional SOFM clustering algorithm [32] [33] consists of m neurons, which are connected with their neighboring data by topological distance. Each neuron has a d-dimensional weight vector, which representing a cluster of the input sample. The Wi = (wi 1 , wi 2 , . . . , wi d ) representing the weight of i-th neuron. SOFM initializes neuron number and the weight vector of neurons randomly. Although they can be obtained by multiple detections, it takes an extra time. Furthermore, the network structure of SOFM is fixed, and some neurons will become dead ones when they always fail in the completion during the training process. In order to remedy these problems, in [34] , [35] [36], [37] , the authors utilize different clustering techniques to adjust the network structure in the training process dynamically [38] . Combined with prior knowledge, these clustering techniques are able to adjust the cluster structure, but new produced neurons may cause the position of the original neurons to deviate, and whether there is a high coupling between the new produced neurons and the original neurons is also an issue to consider.
In this study, we improve the SOFM clustering algorithm from the following aspects.
(1) Using Canopy algorithm to initialize the number of neurons and the corresponding weight vector, to improve training results and time overhead.
(2)The network of SOFM algorithm is fixed, and during the network training, some neurons never win and become dead neurons. Considering above limitations of the SOFM, we dynamically adjust the number and weight of neurons by self-growth. Using our proposed deviated neuron adjustment algorithm to adjust the position of the deviated neuron, and merging the neurons that are close in distance based on global optimization principle. We will give detailed introduction in the following section.
A. DETERMINE NEURON NUMBER OF SOFM
We use Canopy algorithm to initialize the number of neurons and the corresponding weight vectors of our improved SOFM clustering algorithm.
Given a set of data points to be clustered, and two distance threshold T 1 and T 2 , where T 1 > T 2 . As shown in Figure 1 . For a certain data point P of the set and a 'canopy', calculating the approximate distance dist between them. If dist is smaller than T 2 , P belongs to the current 'canopy'. If dist is greater than T 2 and smaller than T 1 , P may probably be assigned to a new 'canopy'. If dist is greater than T 1 , assigning P to the new 'canopy'. The progress of setting neuron number and corresponding neuron weight is shown in Algorithm 1.
B. CLUSTER REPARTITIONING
After using the Canopy algorithm to determine the neurons roughly, there would be the situation shown in Figure 2 . Data points may be locally dense in a cluster that we can divide the cluster into some sub-clusters. Therefore, it is necessary to change the network structure dynamically in the training process to adjust the distribution of neurons. As we know, variance can be used as a measurement of the deviation degree between data points, the smaller the variance, the smaller the deviation degree between data points is, the closer the data points are. Based on this, we set a lower bound of variance as a threshold to detect if it is need to add neurons. Then, we use Canopy algorithm to generate new neurons for the cluster which satisfying the threshold. Algorithm 2 to do cluster repartitioning.
C. ADJUSTING THE DEVIATED NEURONS
After the above-mentioned neuron dynamic growth training, some neurons may be deviated from the center position. In addition, since the neuron updating is based on order of
Algorithm 2 Cluster Repartitioning
Input: add_thres: neuro-adding threshold, cluster_data: cluster data set, neuron: neurons included in the cluster, neurons, neuron number: neuron_num Output: new cluster: new_neuron
represents number of data sets corresponding to i-th neuron
be the mean value point, compute variance -cluster_variance of all data points contained in the j-th cluster -data set corresponding to neuron [i] .
if cluster_variance > add_thres temp = all data points contained in the j-th cluster dataset -corresponding to neuron [i] } new_neuron = Canopy(temp) } END the input data, when the order of the input data changes and the neuron updating changes too. There may be a case when a neuron have not updated for a long time, it will become a dead neuron. In order to avoid the dead neurons, we need to adjust the neurons dynamically. In clusters that need to adjust the neurons, for all neurons to be adjust and to each dimension of the neuron, take the data points in the cluster that are nearest and farthest from the point, and form triangles with themselves. Take the center of gravity of the triangle as the new coordinate of the neuron in the dimension, as shown in Figure 3 . Algorithm 3 describes the deviated neurons adjusting algorithm.
D. MERGING SIMILAR NEURONS
The above adjustment method ensures that the cluster can not be divided any more from the local optimal principle. However, there may be the situation, as shown in Figure 4 , the centroid distance dist between cluster A and B is small enough that most data points in one cluster may be part of other clusters. Therefore, it is necessary to merge the relatively close clusters from the global optimal viewpoint. We set a threshold merge_thres to determine if two neurons could be merged and merge_thres reflects the coverage ratio of the same data points in clusters. Algorithm 4 is the similar neurons merging algorithm.
III. NELOF OUTLIER DETECTION ALGORITHM
The LOF algorithm identifies the outlier by comparing the data and its K -nearest neighbors, but the partitioning of the neighborhood in the LOF algorithm is easy to produce the following problems as shown in Figure 5 . In Figure 5 , C refers to the centroid point of current cluster. The data point P is one of outliers. NB-area1 is the K − distance neighborhood, including K nearest neighbors of the P. The ' * ' sign, marks part of the cluster's outlier. NB-area2 is our newly defined neighborhood, named relative K -nearest neighborhood. B is the data point nearest to the centroid point P, and is the centroid point of the relative K -nearest neighborhood. Figure 5 tells us the following facts. There may be a situation where outliers account for a large proportion of the K − distance neighborhood of point P. If we only use LOF algorithm to calculate outlier factor, it may cause outliers to be mistaken for normal data points. Furthermore, outlier
Algorithm 4 Similar Neurons Merging Algorithm
Input: neuron dataset: neuron_set, cluster dataset: cluster_data, threshold: merge_thres, threshold examine if two neurons are near enough: dist_thres Output: neuron_set BEGIN neuron_num = length(neuron_set) for i = 1 to neruon_num do { for j = i+1 to neruon_num do { compute the distance dist between the i-th neuron and j-th neuron if dist < dist_thres { see i-th neuron as the mean value point, compute the standard variation σ ij of cluster dataset corresponding to j-th neuron see j-th neuron as the mean value point, compute the standard variation σ ji of cluster dataset corresponding to i-th neuron if σ ij < merge_thres or σ ji < merge_thres { merge i-th neuron and j-th neuron, and update the cluster_data and neuron_set } } } } END factor calculating of LOF is based on the entire dataset, resulting in a large time overhead. However, the outliers are usually those that are far from the overall dataset. Therefore, there is no need to detect the entire data set.
To solve the above problems, we firstly utilize the improved SOFM clustering algorithm to form small clusters of training data sets, and only the edge data points of the clusters are included in the candidate outlier detection. VOLUME 7, 2019 To avoid the K-distance neighborhood contains part of the outliers; we replace the K − distance neighborhood with the relative K -distance neighborhood and use information entropy to redefine the outlier factor. This reduces the time complexity and increases the accuracy of the identification of the outliers. For better description in the following section, several definitions are given in Section A.
A. RELATED DEFINITIONS

Definition 1 (Centroid of Neighborhood):
We define the centroid of neighborhood by combining example of relative K -distance neighborhood and K − distance neighborhood in Figure 5 . Let P = (p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p d ) be a d-dimensional data point to be detected. Let NB_area1 be the K − distance neighborhood that ranges over the set of P's K nearest neighbors NB_area1 = (P1, P2, . . . , PK ). Suppose C = (c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c d ) is the centroid of small clusters, and let
is the centroid of the relative K -distance neighborhood of the P. Data Point P, B, and C are on the same line, we can get − → PB = λ· − → PC and − → PB = λ· − → PC according to the collinear theorem. Since point B belongs to NB_area1, we measure the approximate distance from point P to point B, denoted as dist(P, B) by using the average of the distance from point P to K data points in NB_area1 respectively. In the end, we can calculate the coordinates b i of the centroid B of NB_area2. The reasoning process is as follows.
where pj t is the t-th coordinate of the data point Pj in NB_area2.
Definition 2 (Information Entropy):
As shown in Figure 5 . Let NB_area2 = (N 1, N 2 , . . . , NK ) be the relative K -distance neighborhood of point P and let Ni = (ni 1 , ni 2 , . . . , ni d ) be one of a d-dimensional data point in NB_area2. Suppose E = (e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e d ) is the mean value set that ranges over the mean value of each dimension of all data points in NB_area2. Similarly, σ = (σ 1 , σ 2 , . . . , σ d ) is the variance set. Calculating the entropy of each data point as (5) .
Definition 3( Outlier Factor): NB_area2 = (N 1, N 2 , . . . , NK ) and Ni = (ni 1 , ni 2 , . . . , ni d ) have the same meaning with which in definition 2. Let C = (c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c d ) is the centroid of small clusters. Then, calculating the outlier factor for each data point Nb i is as (6) .
The meaning of the outlier detection represented by the outlier factor NELOF(Ni) is as follows. The smaller of the data point's outlier factor, the less contribution that the data point makes to the overall dataset of the K-distance neighborhood. This kind of data point is clearly different from other data points in the neighborhood, and it is more likely to be an outlier.
B. DETERMINING THE K-VALUE BASED ON THE NEAREST NEIGHBORHOOD VARIANCE-BALANCING ALGORITHM
The LOF-based outlier detection algorithm gradually increases the K value and performs corresponding multiple trainings on the training dataset to obtain the optimal K value. However, determining the K value by multiple probing increases the additional time overhead, and to a certain extent, affects the effectiveness of the outlier detection algorithm. Therefore, we produce a nearest neighborhood variancebalancing algorithm to determine the K value dynamically.
In the field of probability and statistics, variance is often used to measure the degree of discretization of random variables or a set of data points, and the smaller the variance is, the smaller degree of deviation between data points is. The data points in the cluster may be relatively sparse or dense due to their intrinsic properties, however, with the increasing of K value, the variation trend of most non-outliers' variance is basically consistent with the distribution change of data points around it. We choose the specific K value when the variance of the dataset in the neighborhoods of the detected data points to be consistent, and have the local minimum variance for the first same time. Algorithm 5 is the nearest neighborhood variance-balancing algorithm.
C. NELOF OUTLIER DETECTION ALGORITHM
After presenting improved SOFM clustering algorithm. In this section, we give detailed description of our NELOF outlier detection algorithm based on nearest neighborhood information entropy as algorithm 6. The input parameters to our algorithm are the training dataset S, candidate outliers' set M , and the cluster's center C.
Data structures: For a data point P to be detected, K stores the number of its nearest neighbors, which computed by the nearest neighborhood variance-balancing algorithm. NB_area1 and NB_area2 denote K -distance neighborhood
Algorithm 5 Nearest Neighborhood Variance-Balancing Algorithm
Input: data point to be detected: y, threshold: thres_k,set of nearest neighborhoods:
and relative K -distance neighborhood respectively. For a pair of point P, Q, Z, dist(P,Q) represents the distance between the points P and Q, and mean(dist(P,Q),dist(P,Z)) denotes mean value of dist(P,Q) and dist (P,Z). C area2 stores centroid of NB_area2. NB2_dataset stores points belong to NB2_area. We let nelof_arr covers outlier factor of all points in NB_area2, and the variable outliers stores outliers.
IV. EXPERIMENT AND ANALYSIS
We conducted our experiment by using python programming language on Windows10 operating system with 64-bit 4-core CPU and 8GB memory.
We experimented on seven different datasets, syn_data1 and syn_data2 are Gaussian distribution artificial datasets, Iris, Wine, Glass, TEBHR, LDPA are from the UCI data set [40] .The datasets used in the experiments are described in Table. Iris is a collection of iris flowers consisting of four long and wide attributes of calyx, flower, and petals. Wine is a data set consisting of 13 different ingredients and from 3 different varieties of wine. Glass is a glass dataset
Algorithm 6 NELOF Outlier Detection Algorithm
Input: training dataset: S, set of candidate outliers: M , center of cluster:C Output: the set of outliers: outliers BEGIN using nearest neighborhood variance-balancing algorithm to compute K for each point P in M do{ NB_area1 = the nearest neighborhood of point P avg_dist = mean(dist(P, other data points in NB_area1)) using (1) to 4 to compute the centroid C area2 of NB_area2
using (6) to calculate outlier factor of Z , and stores it in nelof _arr } using (6) to calculate outlier factor of Q, and stores it in variable t if t < all elements in nelof _arr{ add Q to the set of outliers } END consisting of nine different types of properties that represent glass properties. TEBHR is a data set consisting of four attributes that represent the consumption of electricity, and LDPA is a data set consisting of eight attributes that represent different activities. The number and dimension of data points, number of clusters and data set description are described in Table 1 .
A. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS OF IMPROVED SOFM ALGORITHM
Based on the Canopy algorithm, the SOFM clustering algorithm proposed in this paper mainly includes the following steps: dynamic addition of neurons, adjustment of deviated neurons, and merging similar neurons. The algorithm involves the setting of the two thresholds. One is add_thres which determines whether it is need to add neurons; the other is merge_thres which suggests when to merge the neurons. The value of parameters changes according to the dataset, as shown in Table 2 .
In next sections, we compare the improved SOFM algorithm with traditional SOFM on syn_data1, syn_data2, and the data set Iris, Wine, TEBHR, LDPA from UCI database. Figure 6 is a comparison of the average number of dead neurons in the training process between the improved SOFM algorithm and the traditional SOFM algorithm. As can be observed from Figure 6 , improved SOFM algorithm reduce the average number of dead neurons on data set Iris, syn_data1, TEBHR, and LDPA significantly compared to traditional SOFM algorithm, but it may not be obvious for the Wine data set. This may be caused by differences in the data properties of the dataset to be trained from different application areas. However, in general, the improved SOFM clustering algorithm is more effective than traditional SOFM clustering algorithm in reducing the generation of dead neurons. Table 3 compares the clustering number and average clustering accuracies of improved SOFM algorithm and traditional SOFM algorithm on different data sets.
1) NUMBER OF DEAD NEURONS
2) CLUSTERING ACCURACY
We can observe from Table 3 that the cluster number of improved SOFM algorithm equals to the expected cluster number on each data sets. Improved SOFM algorithm outperforms traditional SOFM algorithm in clustering accuracy too. With the increasing of data dimension and the cluster number, the clustering accuracy of both improved SOFM and traditional SOFM is declining, but the improved SOFM still get the higher accuracy. Therefore, our improved SOFM clustering algorithm is superior to traditional SOFM algorithm.
3) CLUSTERING QUALITY
We performed improved SOFM algorithm on different datasets to check the quality of clustering. Figure 7 (a), 7(b), 7(c) and 7(d) shows the clusters generated by the improved SOFM algorithm on syn_data1, syn_data2, Iris and Wine, respectively. Figure 7 (a), 7(b) marks the center point of each cluster through the solid point, and the cluster number of syn_data1 and syn_data2 are five and seven, respectively. In Figure 7 (c) and 7(d), we plot the center point of each cluster with sign '+', and the scattered points in different clusters are represented by solid circles, hollow circles, and pentagrams. The number of clusters in Figure 7 (c) and 7(d) are both three. From above figures, we can observe that the improved SOFM algorithm has a good clustering effect.
Note that the improved SOFM algorithm is more effective than the traditional SOFM algorithm in reducing the dead neurons, improving the quality and accuracy of clustering.
B. EXPERIMENT AND ANALYSIS OF NELOF OUTLIER DETECTION 1) K -VALUE
We employ the proposed nearest neighborhood variancebalancing algorithm to determine the number of nearest neighbors K in nearest neighborhood. Figure 8 and the training data points derived from different regions, with the increase of the K value, the variance distribution curve of different datasets corresponding to different neighborhoods is roughly consistent. We choose the specific K value when the variance of the dataset in the nearest neighborhoods of the detected data points to be consistent, and have the local minimum variance for the first same time. Then we set the selected K value as the input value of the outlier detection. Figure 8 (a), 8(b) , and 8(c) show the K values corresponding to the first occurrence of the minimum variance for the first time when the variance distribution as a whole becomes consistent. Specifically, for the Iris dataset, the mark is at K = 5; for the Glass dataset, the mark is at K = 7; for the Wine dataset, the mark is at K = 5.
2) COMPARISON OF LOF AND NELOF OUTLIER DETECTION ALGORITHM
We ran the LOF and proposed NELOF outlier detection algorithm on Wine, Iris and Glass doped with partial outliers to compare them with respect to the following three aspects.
• Outlier identification criteria In order to check if our proposed outlier factor criteria in definition 3 is effective. Firstly, we labeled some outliers manually; secondly, we utilized NELOF outlier detection algorithm to obtain the relative nearest neighborhood of the outliers; finally, we calculated outlier factor for all data points in the relative nearest neighborhood of each outlier. Figure 9 (a), 9(b) and 9(c) show all data points' outlier factor in the outliers' relative nearest neighborhood on data set Iris, Glass, and Wine, respectively. The meaning of outlier factor here is that the smaller of the point's outlier factor, the less contribution the point make to the relative nearest neighborhood. Therefore, if a point's outlier factor is smaller than any other points of the relative nearest neighborhood, it is strongly like to be an outlier. In Figure 9 (a), 9(b), 9(c), we notice that although the outlier factor of the data points in the same relative nearest neighborhood is fluctuating to varying degrees, the outlier factor of the outlier is still the smallest one.
• Comparison of outlier identification accuracy In the LOF algorithm, the larger of the distance from a point's outlier factor to one, the greater probability the point is an outlier. Our NELOF algorithm is different from the LOF algorithm, if the point's outlier factor is smallest in its relative nearest neighborhood, then the point is considered as an outlier.
• Comparison of execution time between NELOF and LOF The goal of our experiment in this subsection is to demonstrate that using NELOF outlier detection algorithm can result in lower execution time than LOF algorithm. We ran both LOF and NELOF on Iris, Glass and Wine doped with some outliers. Figure 10 illustrates the performance of LOF and NELOF on the same dataset.
As the Figure 10 demonstrates, execution time of NELOF is always much lower than LOF. On Iris, Glass and Wine, execution time for NELOF is 33.3 times, 4.2 times and 11.5 times faster than LOF algorithm, respectively. Compared to the execution time on dataset of Wine and Glass, the NELOF algorithm on Iris improves our running time much more rapidly, which mainly because although the volume of Iris is greater than Glass and Wine, the dimension number of Iris is smaller than that of Glass and Wine data set. Thus, the above results confirm that our proposed NELOF outlier detection algorithm is very efficient compared to the LOF algorithm.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we proposed a clustering method called improved SOFM, improved SOFM utilizes Canopy algorithm to choose neurons at parameter initializing stage, which avoid choosing neurons randomly. Network structure optimizing, neuron number dynamic adjusting and neuron position optimizing, also makes it possible for improved SOFM to reduce the number of dead neurons. Above techniques, help improved SOFM algorithm clustering efficiently.
We addressed problems with LOF and its related outlier detection algorithms, which either randomly choose the number K of data points in K − distance neighborhood, or are very sensitive to the outliers existing in detected points' nearest neighborhood. We proposed a NELOF outlier detection algorithm. NELOF uses nearest neighborhood variance-balancing algorithm to determine K value automatically and employs relative K -distance neighborhood to replace the K -distance neighborhood that allows it to avoid the influence caused by outliers existing in K -distance neighborhood. Furthermore, NELOF utilizes information entropy to redefine outlier factor, this reduces the executing time of calculating outlier factor significantly.
We utilized improved SOFM algorithm to clustering and pruning on the dataset in the initial stage of outlier detection that enables to remove most of the normal data points. At outlier detection stage, we employed our proposed NELOF algorithm. To evaluate the performance of NELOF for outlier detection, we conducted extensive experiments. Our results confirm that the quality of outlier detection is much better than LOF algorithm.
In future work, we intend to explore outlier detection method on high-dimension datasets to increase the quality and adaptability of outlier detection. We also intend to conduct experiments on setting variety of sensitive parameters automatically to improve the effectiveness of the outlier detection algorithm. 
